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If this present civilization is abandoned, as in the last coinciding bactune, when
cities were abandoned, and new hierarchies emerged in rural settings; which quantum
strings will you be betting on? Which traditions will you use to pass on values to your
children? Which seeds will you be planting in the new soil of the next age.
The age of Aquarius gave us spiritual, and plant based roads to travel. But the old
regime heaped up roadblocks, set up cages, and systems for the multitudes. When
their walls fall, will you see again the path to life?
What is blocking the perpetual life string? Is it the fear of mortal death? Then look
beyond your feeble self, and see what heights and speeds your spirit can fly through
quantum leaps into the future.
See your actions now affecting two generations and seven. Plant an oak tree.
Yes, the bulldozer can stop it. Plant a willow, the drought will kill it.
Deliver corn to the cow yard, and watch it grow. Feed the lubricators of your arteries.
Scrape away the plaque of stagnant poverty. Expel the thoughts of failure and
dysfunction. Shoot through to eternity with the basics of life: will, nourishment, and
compassion.
I'm not saying love, or lust. which perpetuates only the physical existence our
present world revolves around, but the will of stability in unchanging laws that rule
the universe. Sustainable levels of energy which bring joy and comfort can be achieved
when blockages are revealed and discarded.
Compassion, much talked about, is the love that oils your quantum string tube.
As you travel through to the next dimension, I urge you to shed any extra baggage off
into the piles of roadblocks and cages and traps set for you. Look ahead, for those that
will come after you. Become the smallest denominator to survive the next change of
Earth's revolving existence. Be that energy which creates new boundaries,
overcoming the trash heaps of yesterday.
love mom.

